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ROBOT COMMANDS 

wp WAYPOINT 

wpc 

moveda VECTOR 

movedr VECTOR 

movedda DIRECTION DISTANCE 

moveddr DIRECTION DISTANCE 

face DIRECTION 

grab 

grab nearest 

grab highest 

grab lowest 

grab mop NAME      //mop stands for most-out-of-place 

grab nearest NAME 

grab highest NAME 

grab lowest NAME 

grab cont CONTENTS 

grab key KEY 

drop 

dropc 

arm RELPOS 

arm width WIDTH 

wait listen TEXTPARAMS TIMEOUT 

wait join THREADNAME 

sleep TIME 

say TEXT 

remote TEXT 

status STATUSMESSAGE 

compile NOTENAME PROGNAME 

thread PROGNAME 

thread PROGNAME THREADNAME 

thread PROGNAME THREADNAME STARTPARAMS 

kill THREADNAME 

label LABELNAME 

jump LABELNAME 

call LABELNAME 

ret 

speed SPEED 

set shared VARNAME VALUE 

test VARNAME eq VALUE 

test VARNAME lt VALUE 

test VARNAME gt VALUE 

rfid write KEY [c][p][r][w] [CONTENTS][POSITION][ROTATION][WAYPOINT] 
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BUILT-IN VARIABLES 

$var_holding_key //key of the object the robot is holding, if any 

$var_holding_name //name of the object the robot is holding, if any 

$var_holding  //1 if the robot is holding something, 0 otherwise 

 

$var_range_cpos   //position detected by the latest firing of the laser rangefinder 

$var_range_dpos //center of mass of the object detected by the latest firing of the rangefinder 

$var_range_key //uuid of the object detected by the laser rangefinder 

$var_range_dist //distance from the robot to $var_range_cpos 

$var_range_dir //direction the robot was facing when it last fired the laser rangefinder 

 

$var_listen_key //uuid of the avatar or object which triggered the wait listen condition 

$var_listen_msg //message that triggered the wait listen condition 

$var_listen_name //name of the avatar or object that triggered the wait listen condition 

$var_listen_expr //expression in the wait listen condition that was matched 

$var_listen_num //number of the condition that was matched in the wait listen condition 

$var_listen_ch  //channel on which the text was said that matched the wait listen condition 

 

$var_thread_name //name of the currently running thread 

$var_thread_pb //name of the currently running program buffer 

$var_botname  //name of the robot 

$var_battery  //battery level 

 

$var0   //first start parameter 

$var1   //second start parameter   There can be any number of start parameters 

GETTING STARTED 

1: Rez and name the robot 

 

Rez a copy of the robot. It will immediately say “Hello, what is my name?”. In the chat bar, type 

the name you wish the robot to have. 

Example: 

 

Robot 150-rh: Hello. What is my name? 

Anon Frog: u 

Robot 150-rh: Thank You. My name is now u. 

 

The name you give the robot should be short and unique. All commands issued to the robot from 

the chat bar will be preceded by the robot's name. If you make a mistake while naming the robot, 

use the “rename to” command: 

 

[14:57]  Anon Frog: u rename to botname 

[14:57]  Robot 150-rh: My name is now botname. 

 

From now on in the documentation it will be assumed that the robot is named “botname.”  
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2: Reset the robot 

 

Use the “reset all” command to reset all scripts in the robot. The resetting process takes two 

seconds and helps ensure that the robot is in a consistent state. When the robot's name reappears 

in the status display message above the robot, the resetting process is complete. Resetting the 

robot does not delete compiled programs, so recompilation is not necessary. 

 

[15:05]  Anon Frog: botname reset all 

 

Now the robot is ready to accept commands. 

“Hello World” Program 

Create an empty notecard and copy it into the robot's inventory. Edit the notecard so that it 

contains the following, and nothing else: 

 

say “Hello, World.” 

 

Save the notecard. Now, assuming the notecard is named “mynote” type “botname compile 

mynote p0” in the chat bar: 

 

[15:12]  Anon Frog: botname compile mynote p0 

[15:12]  Robot 150-rh: Compiling notecard mynote as program p0 

[15:12]  Robot 150-rh: Compilation Finished. 

 

(p0 specifies the name of the program; it must be either p0, p1, p2, p3, p4, p5, p6, or p7) 

 

The program is now compiled as p0. To run it, do the following: 

 

[15:15]  Anon Frog: botname thread p0 

[15:15]  Robot 150-rh: Hello, World. 

 

The “thread” command runs the specified program. 

 

Alternatively, the same can be accomplished from the command line (chat bar) without having to 

compile a program: 

 

[15:36]  Anon Frog: botname say "Hello, World." 

[15:36]  Robot 150-rh: "Hello, World." 

CPU MODEL 

 

All programs run in a multi-threaded virtual machine written in LSL. Any number of programs 

can be run simultaneously, including multiple copies of the same program. Any number of 

variables can be created and shared between threads. Any number of thread-local variables can 

be passed as start parameters to a thread upon the thread's creation. 
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INSTRUCTION REFERENCE 

Each instruction has two conditional variants, one that ends in s (success-conditional) and one 

that ends in f (failure-conditional). s-conditional instructions only execute if the previous 

instruction succeeded. f-conditional instructions only execute if the previous instruction failed. 

Non-conditional instructions always execute. 

 

To execute these instructions from the command line, they must be preceded by the name of the 

robot. Also, the conditional variants of the instructions have no meaning from the command line.  

Movement Instructions 

wp (waypoint) 

wp WAYPOINT 

wps WAYPOINT 

wpf WAYPOINT 

 

The wp instructions tell the robot to go to a particular waypoint. 

 

Examples: 

 

wp lobby 

wp pharmacy 

 

Command Line Example: 

 

[15:39]  Anon Frog: botname wp room7 

wpc  (waypoint-contents) 

wpc 

wpcs 

wpcf 

 

The wpc instructions tell the robot, if it is holding an object, to go to the waypoint where the 

object belongs (the waypoint stored in the object's RFID tag). 

moveda (move direct, absolute) 

moveda POS 

movedas POS 

movedaf POS 

 

The moveda instructions tell the robot to move directly to a position in absolute (region) 

coordinates. 

 

Example: 
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moveda <100,100,29.5> 

movedr (move direct, relative) 

movedr RELPOS 

movedrs RELPOS 

movedrf RELPOS 

 

The movedr instructions tell the robot to move directly to a position relative to the robot's current 

position. The following example would move the robot 3 meters in the x-direction (east): 

 

movedr <3.0,0.0,0.0> 

movedda (move direct, direction, absolute) 

movedda DIR DIST 

moveddas DIR DIST 

moveddaf DIR DIST 

 

The movedda instructions move the robot DIST meters in direction DIR. DIR can be specified 

either in degrees, or as north, south, east, or west.  

 

Examples: 

 

movedda 45.0 3.0     //45 degrees is northeast 

movedda north 3.0 

movedda south 3.0 

movedda east 3.0 

movedda west 3.0 

moveddr (move direct, direction, relative) 

moveddr RELDIR DIST 

moveddrs RELDIR DIST 

moveddrf RELDIR DIST 

 

The moveddr instructions move the robot DIST meters in a direction, RELDIR, that is relative to 

the direction the robot is currently facing. RELDIR can be forward, back, right, left, or a 

direction specified in degrees. 

 

Examples: 

 

moveddr forward 2.0 

moveddr back 2.0 

moveddr right 2.0 

moveddr left 2.0 

moveddr 0.0 2.0 
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moveddr 180.0 2.0 

moveddr 90.0 2.0 

moveddr 270.0 2.0 

face 

face DIRECTION 

faces DIRECTION 

facef DIRECTION 

 

The face instructions cause the robot to rotate until its nose is pointing toward DIRECTION. 

DIRECTION can be specified as an angle in degrees, or as north, south, east, or west.  

 

Examples: 

 

face north 

face 90.0 

arm 

arm RELPOS 

arms RELPOS 

armf RELPOS 

 

The arm instructions cause the robot's arms to move to position RELPOS relative to the position 

and orientation of the center of mass of the robot. For example, to move the arms to their default 

positions: 

 

arm <0,0,-0.5>  //move arms to their default positions (down) 

 

To move the arms forward by 1 meter: 

 

arm <1,0,-0.5> 

arm width (change the separation of the arms) 

arm width WIDTH 

arms width WIDTH 

armf width WIDTH 

 

The arm width command causes the arms to move until they are WIDTH meters apart.  

 

Example: 

 

arm width 1.0 //move the arms to their default separation (1 meter) 
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Object Manipulation Instructions 

These instructions allow the robots to pick up, carry, and put down objects. In order to be 

manipulated by the robots, objects must contain a special script. This script has a name 

beginning with “NickRFIDtag” and is available in a red box in the northwest corner of the room 

containing waypoint room7. 

 

All of the following grab functions cause the robot to try to pick up an object. If it is successful, 

three variables are set: 

 

$var_holding is set to 1 

$var_holding_key is set to the UUID of the object that the robot is holding. 

$var_holding_name is set to the name of the object that the robot is holding. 

 

If the robot fails to pick up an object, $var_holding is set to 0 and $var_holding_key and 

$var_holding_name are undefined. 

 

In general, $var_holding denotes whether or not the robot is holding an object and, if so, 

$var_holding_key and $var_holding_name contain appropriate values. 

 

All grab commands have a range of 4.0 meters, and determine which object to grab based upon 

the arguments issued to the command and the contents of the NickRFIDtags of all objects within 

4.0 meters of the robot. Hereafter in the documentation, the NickRFIDtag scripts will be referred 

to simply as RFID tags, distinct from other types of virtual RFID tags present in Second Life. 

The process of acquiring information from these tags will be referred to as performing an RFID 

scan. 

grab 

grab 

grabs 

grabf 

 

The grab command, when issued without an argument, grabs the most-out-of-place object within 

4 meters of the robot. To determine which object is most out-of-place, it performs an RFID can 

of all objects within 4 meters and compares the position vectors of these objects with the position 

vectors stored in their RFID tags. The distance between these two vectors is compared for each 

object, and the object with the greatest such distance is picked up by the robot. 

 

Return Value: 

 

If the robot succeeded in picking up an object, “success” is returned, otherwise “failure” is 

returned. 

grab nearest 

grab nearest 

grabs nearest 
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grabf nearest 

 

grab nearest NAME 

grabs nearest NAME 

grabf nearest NAME 

 

The grab nearest command grabs the object, if any, that is nearest to the robot. If NAME is 

specified, the nearest object whose name is the same as the NAME parameter is grabbed 

regardless of all objects not named NAME. 

 

Examples: 

 

grab nearest      //grab the nearest object of any name 

grab nearest Syringe  //grab the nearest object named Syringe 

 

Return Value: 

 

If the robot succeeded in picking up an object, “success” is returned, otherwise “failure” is 

returned. 

grab highest 

grab highest 

grabs highest 

grabf highest 

 

grab highest NAME 

grabs highest NAME 

grabf highest NAME 

 

The grab highest command grabs the highest object, in region coordinates, within 4 meters of the 

robot. If NAME is specified, all objects whose name is not NAME are ignored. 

Examples: 

 

grab highest    //grab the highest object 

grab highest Pallet //grab the highest Pallet 

 

Return Value: 

 

If the robot succeeded in picking up an object, “success” is returned, otherwise “failure” is 

returned. 

grab lowest 

grab lowest 

grabs lowest 

grabf lowest 
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grab lowest NAME 

grabs lowest NAME 

grabf lowest NAME 

 

The grab lowest command grabs the lowest object, in region coordinates, within 4 meters of the 

robot. If NAME is specified, all objects whose name is not NAME are ignored. 

Examples: 

 

grab lowest    //grab the highest object 

grab lowest Syringe //grab the highest Pallet 

 

Return Value: 

 

If the robot succeeded in picking up an object, “success” is returned, otherwise “failure” is 

returned. 

grab mop (grab most out-of-place object) 

grab mop 

grabs mop 

grabf mop 

 

grab mop NAME 

grabs mop NAME 

grabf mop NAME 

 

The grab mop command, when issued without specifying NAME, is equivalent to the simple 

grab command, which grabs the most out-of-place object within 4 meters. If NAME is specified, 

all objects whose name is not the same as NAME are ignored. 

Examples: 

grab mop    //Same as grab 

grab mop medicine    //Grab most-out-of-place object named medicine. 

 

Return Value: 

 

If the robot succeeded in picking up an object, “success” is returned, otherwise “failure” is 

returned. 

grab cont 

grab cont CONTENTS 

grabs cont CONTENTS 

grabf cont CONTENTS 

 

The grab cont command grabs the nearest object whose RFID tag contains a content field which 

matches CONTENTS. 

Example: 
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grab cont “John Doe 2/16/09 1:00pm”   //Grab object whose RFID tag contains this field  

 

Return Value: 

 

If the robot succeeded in picking up an object, “success” is returned, otherwise “failure” is 

returned. 

grab key 

grab key KEY 

grabs key KEY 

grabf key KEY 

 

The grab key command grabs the object whose UUID matches KEY, if this object is within 4 

meters of the robot. 

Examples: 

 

grab key “654920b7-dc20-258b-ceff-b1d38c8bdea9” 

grab key $mykeyvariable 

 

Return Value: 

 

If the robot succeeded in picking up an object, “success” is returned, otherwise “failure” is 

returned. 

drop 

drop 

drops 

dropf 

 

The drop command causes the robot to drop the object it is currently holding, if any. The position 

at which the object is placed is the same, relative to the robot's position and orientation, as that 

from which the object was grabbed. For example, if the robot had grabbed the object when it was 

1 meter to the robot's right, the drop command would place the object 1 meter to the robot's right. 

This functionality is intended to make it straightforward to move an array of objects from one 

place to another, one at a time, while maintaining their relative positions and orientations. 

Example: 

 

face north 

grab 

faces north   //if an object was grabbed, face north again 

drops  //if an object was grabbed, and the robot is facing north, drop the object 

 

Return Value: 

 

If the robot succeeded in dropping an object, “success” is returned. Otherwise, as in the case in 

which the robot was not holding an object to begin with, “failure” is returned.  
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dropc 

dropc 

dropcs 

dropcf 

 

The dropc command causes the robot to place the object it is currently holding, if any, at the 

exact position and orientation stored in the object's RFID tag. 

Example: 

 

grab    //grab the most out-of-place object 

wpcs  //if the grab was successful, to to the waypoint stored in the object's RFID tag 

dropcs  //if the robot arrives successfully at the waypoint stored in the object's RFID tag, 

  //place the object at the exact position and orientation stored in the RFID tag. 

 

Return Value: 

 

If the robot succeeded in dropping an object, “success” is returned. Otherwise, as in the case in 

which the robot was not holding an object to begin with, “failure” is returned. 

Flow Control Instructions 

wait listen 

wait listen TEXTPARAMS TIMEOUT 

waits listen TEXTPARAMS TIMEOUT 

waitf listen TEXTPARAMS TIMEOUT 

 

The wait listen command causes the calling thread to wait until 1) one or more of 

TEXTPARAMS is matched by text detected in text chat; or 2) the time specified by TIMEOUT 

has elapsed since the issuance of the command. If a negative value is specified as TIMEOUT, 

wait listen will wait indefinitely for text matching TEXTPARAMS.  TEXTPARAMS is not case 

sensitive. TIMEOUT is in seconds. Any number of TEXTPARAMS can be specified. 

 

If TEXTPARAMS is matched, the following variables are set: 

 

$var_listen_key //uuid of the avatar or object which triggered the wait listen condition 

$var_listen_msg //message that triggered the wait listen condition 

$var_listen_name //name of the avatar or object that triggered the wait listen condition 

$var_listen_expr //expression in the wait listen condition that was matched 

$var_listen_num //number of the condition that was matched in the wait listen condition 

$var_listen_ch //channel on which the text was said that matched the wait listen condition (either 

0 or 2718) 

 

Example: 

 

wait listen “yes” “no” 30 
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says “You said “ $var_listen_msg “ which matched parameter  “ $var_listen_num 

sayf “You said neither yes nor no within 30 seconds.”  

 

In this example, a response equivalent to “yes” would result in $var_listen_num being set to 0 

and a response equivalent to “no” would result in $var_listen_num being set to 1. 

$var_listen_msg and $var_listen_expr can only differ by case. In this example, if the avatar (or 

other object) had responded “No”, $var_listen_expr would be set to “no”, $var_listen_msg 

would be set to “No” and $var_listen_num would be set to 1. 

 

Return Value: 

 

If one or more of TEXTPARAMS is matched, “success” is returned. If TIMEOUT expires, 

“failure” is returned. 

wait join 

wait join THREADNAME 

waits join THREADNAME 

waitf join THREADNAME 

 

The wait join instruction causes the calling thread to wait until all threads named 

THREADNAME have terminated. 

Example: 

 

wait join default 

 

This example causes the calling thread to wait until all threads named “default” terminate. 

Creating a thread without specifying its name causes it to be named “default”. 

 

Return Value: 

 

The return value of the wait join instruction is undefined. 

sleep 

sleep TIME 

sleeps TIME 

sleepf TIME 

 

The sleep instruction causes the calling thread to wait until an amount of time specified by TIME 

has elapsed. TIME is specified in seconds. 

 

Example: 

 

sleep 3.0   //Cause the thread to sleep for 3 seconds  

Return Value: 

 

The return value of the sleep instruction is undefined. 
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say 

say TEXT 

says TEXT 

sayf TEXT 

 

The say instruction causes the robot to say text equivalent to TEXT in local chat on channel 0. 

Text spoken with the say instruction has a range of 20 meters. 

 

Example: 

 

say “Hello, World” 

 

Return Value: 

 

The say instruction does not modify the success flag. 

remote 

remote TEXT 

remotes TEXT 

remotef TEXT 

 

The remote instruction causes the robot to say text equivalent to TEXT region-wide on channel 

2718. Text spoken with the remote instruction can be detected anywhere in the Second Life 

region containing the calling robot. The remote instruction can be used to command other robots 

from an arbitrary distance. 

 

Example: 

 

//cause myotherbotname to go to the lobby of the hospital from wherever it may now be 

remote “myotherbotname wp lobby” 

 

Return Value: 

 

The remote instruction does not modify the success flag. 

status 

status STATUSMESSAGE 

statuss STATUSMESSAGE 

statusf STATUSMESSAGE 

 

The status command causes text defined by STATUSMESSAGE to hover above the robot. 

Example: 

 

status “My battery is low.” 

 

Return Value: 
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The status instruction does not modify the success flag. 

compile 

compile NOTENAME PROGNAME 

compiles NOTENAME PROGNAME 

compilef NOTENAME PROGNAME 

 

The compile instruction compiles a notecard into bytecode that can be executed by the robot's 

virtual machine. NOTENAME specifies the name of the notecard and PROGNAME specifies 

the name of the program containing the bytecode. PROGNAME must be either p0, p1, p2, p3, 

p4, p5, p6, or p7. 

 

Example: 

 

compile note1 p0 

 

Return Value: 

 

The compile instruction returns “success” if the notecard compiles successfully or “failure” if it 

does not compile successfully. 

thread 

thread PROGNAME 

threads PROGNAME 

threadf PROGNAME 

thread PROGNAME THREADNAME 

threads PROGNAME THREADNAME 

threadf PROGNAME THREADNAME 

thread PROGNAME THREADNAME STARTPARAMS 

threads PROGNAME THREADNAME STARTPARAMS 

threadf PROGNAME THREADNAME STARTPARAMS 

 

The thread instruction is used to execute a compiled notecard program as a named thread. In its 

simplest form, the thread instruction requires only one parameter, PROGNAME, which specifies 

the name of the program that is being executed (p0 through p7). If the thread instruction is issued 

with two parameters, the second will be interpreted as the name that should be given to the 

thread that is created. If more than two parameters are specified, the third parameter and all 

following parameters will be interpreted as values to be passed to the thread upon its creation 

(start parameters), and can be accessed within the thread as variables $var0, $var1, $var2, and so 

on. Any number of start parameters can be specified. 

 

Examples: 

 

//This simply executes program p0 as a thread named “default”. No start parameters are defined. 
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thread p0  

   

//This executes program p0 as a thread named mythreadname. No start parameters are defined. 

 

thread p0 mythreadname 

 

//This executes program p0 as a thread named mythreadname. The following start parameters 

//are defined: 

//$var0 = abcd 

//$var1 = 1234 

//$var2 = asdf 

 

thread p0 mythreadname “abcd” “1234” “asdf” 

kill 

kill THREADNAME 

kills THREADNAME 

killf THREADNAME 

 

The kill instruction terminates all threads with the specified name, THREADNAME. 

Examples: 

 

kill mythreadname   //kill all threads named mythreadname 

kill default  //kill all threads named default 

label 

label LABELNAME 

 

The label instruction specifies the name of a particular execution point in a notecard program, 

which can be referred-to by the jump and call instructions. 

 

Example 1: 

 

label mysubroutine 

say “Hello” 

jump mysubroutine   //loop indefinitely 

 

Example 2: 

 

call gotohouse 

call gotoward 

label gotohouse 

wp house 

ret 

label gotoward 

wp room6 
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ret 

jump 

jump LABELNAME 

jumps LABELNAME 

jumpf LABELNAME 

 

The jump instruction causes execution to branch to the point in the current program specified by 

LABELNAME. The conditional variants jumps and jumpf are particularly useful, since they 

allow conditional branching. LABELNAME can be any label at any point in the current 

program. 

 

Example: 

 

grab nearest Syringe 

jumps gotSyringe 

jumpf noSyringe 

call 

call LABELNAME 

calls LABELNAME 

callf LABELNAME 

 

The call instruction stores the current instruction pointer on the thread's stack, and then branches 

to LABELNAME. This allows a label to be called as a function or subroutine, with execution 

being returned to the point immediately following the call instruction upon issuance of the ret 

instruction in the subroutine. 

 

Example: 

 

call mysubroutine 

say “Subroutine Finished.” 

jump end 

label mysubroutine 

wp lobby 

ret 

label end 

ret 

ret 

rets 

retf 

 

The ret instruction retrieves an address from the top of the calling thread's stack, and branches 

execution to that address. All subroutines called with the call instruction should contain at least 
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one ret instruction to allow execution to return to the calling routine. 

speed 

speed SPEED 

speeds SPEED 

speedf SPEED 

 

The speed instruction specifies the speed of the robot in arbitrary units. A speed of 0.75 is similar 

to the walking speed of an avatar. 

 

Examples: 

 

speed 0.75   //walking speed 

speed 8 //very fast 

set shared 

set shared VARNAME VALUE 

sets shared VARNAME VALUE 

setf shared VARNAME VALUE 

 

The set shared instruction allows named variables to be created and shared between running 

threads.  

Once created with the set shared instruction, a variable named VARNAME can be passed as a 

parameter to any instruction as $VARNAME. 

 

Example: 

 

set shared mysharedvariable 3.1415926 

say “The variable has a value of “ $mysharedvariable 

test 

test VALUE0 eq VALUE1    //equal 

tests VALUE0 eq VALUE1 

testf VALUE0 eq VALUE1 

test VALUE0 lt VALUE1      //less than 

tests VALUE0 lt VALUE1 

testf VALUE0 lt VALUE1 

test VALUE0 gt VALUE1     //greater than 

tests VALUE0 gt VALUE1 

testf VALUE0 gt VALUE1 

 

The test instruction allows simple comparisons to be made between values VALUE0 and 

VALUE1, either one of which can be either a variable or static value. If the comparison is true, 

“success” is returned, otherwise “failure” is returned. 
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test $mysharedvariable eq 3.14159265 

jumps end 

rfid write 

rfid write KEY [c][p][r][w] [CONTENTS][POSITION][ROTATION][WAYPOINT] 

rfids write KEY [c][p][r][w] [CONTENTS][POSITION][ROTATION][WAYPOINT] 

rfidf write KEY [c][p][r][w] [CONTENTS][POSITION][ROTATION][WAYPOINT] 

 

The rfid write instruction causes the robot to write values to a specified RFID tag. 

 

Each RFID tag contains four fields: a position and orientation (rotation) used by the dropc 

instruction, a waypoint used by the wpc instruction, and a “contents” field which can contain any 

value. Any or all of these fields can be changed by a single call of the rfid write instruction. 

 

The KEY parameter specifies the UUID of the object whose RFID tag the robot should update. 

After the KEY parameter, a sequence of the letters c, p, r, and w denotes the order in which the 

the CONTENTS, POSITION, ROTATION, and WAYPOINT, respectively, are being specified. 

Any order can be specified. 

 

Examples: 

 

//These examples assume that the robot is holding an object so that $var_holding_key is defined. 

 

//Update all four fields 

rfid write $var_holding_key cprw “SYRINGE 1” “<100.0,100.0,28.9>” “<0,0,0>” “lobby”  

 

//Update only WAYPOINT and CONTENTS 

rfid write $var_holding_key wc “lobby” “SYRINGE 1” 

 

Return Value: 

 

The rfid write instruction returns “success” if it successfully updated the specified RFID tag, 

otherwise it returns “failure”. 
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LIST OF WAYPOINTS 

 

WAYPOINT NAME LOCATION NOTES 

house <79.43, 50.87, 27.88> House 

lobby <155.9, 81.6, 28.9> Lobby of the hospital 

pharmacy <153.7, 99.1, 28.9> Pharmacy next to the lobby 

room0 <159.7, 63.9, 28.9>  

room1 <148.8, 64.0, 28.9>  

room2 <161.5, 51.6, 28.9>  

room3 <150.3, 51.5, 28.9>  

room4 <150.6, 41.2, 28.9>  

room5 <162.8, 35.2, 28.9>  

room6 <177.6, 41.2, 28.9>  

room7 <197.1, 57.6, 28.9>  

room8 <195.6, 40.8, 28.9>  

room9 <176.9, 74.2, 28.9>  

room10 <177.2, 91.4, 28.9>  

room11 <182.13, 54.78, 28.9>  

storage <168.1,104.0, 28.9> Storage room next to the pharmacist's 

counter 

pharmacist <160.2,107.0, 28.9> The pharmacist's counter 

loading <208.8, 38.1, 28.9> The loading area to the east of the 

hospital 

shelf1 <195.00, 67.00, 28.9> The leftmost shelf on the northernmost 

wall of room7 

shelf2 <197.00, 67.00, 28.9> The rightmost shelf on the 

northernmost wall of room7 

curb <234.5, 35.0, 27.4> The curb next to the loading area 

door0 <224.99, 81.10, 28.9> The door to the hospital to the north of 

the loading area 

street0 <236.81, 34.93, 27.4>  

street1 <236.83, 81.65, 27.4>  

street2 <236.90, 115.05, 27.4>  

warehouse <224.22, 124.70, 27.84>  
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sandbox <41.02, 110.49, 27.8>  

sink <178.17, 57.87, 28.9>  

nurseStation <161.0, 75.0, 28.9>  

lobby_window1 <160.5, 75.8, 28.9>  

chair1 <156.0, 84.5, 29.2>  

nurse_station <162.4, 35.2, 28.9>  

ward1 <177.8, 42.2, 28.9>  

ward2 <177.8, 38.6, 28.9>  

ward3 <177.8, 35.0, 28.9>  

ward_bed1 <182.5, 42.2, 28.9>  

ward_bed2 <182.5, 38.6, 28.9>  

ward_bed3 <182.5, 35.0, 28.9>  

ward_bed4 <173.5, 42.2, 28.9>  

ward_bed5 <173.5, 38.6, 28.9>  

ward_bed6 <173.5, 35.0, 28.9>  

exam_hall <180.4, 49.1, 28.9>  

exam_enter <180.4, 55.0, 28.9>  

exam_room1 <183.9, 57.9, 28.9>  

exam_room2 <183.9, 56.3, 28.9>  

exam_bed <181.3, 59.0, 29.9>  

topOfBed <184.0, 37.0, 29.652>  

s0 <136.89, 80.30, 28.9>  

h0 <155.4, 63.7, 28.9>  

h1 <155.6, 51.2, 28.9>  

h2 <155.3, 41.2, 28.9>  

h2.5 <159.66, 40.72, 28.9>  

h3 <163.6, 40.4, 28.9>  

h4 <169.8, 49.3, 28.9>  

h5 <177.8, 49.0, 28.9>  

h5.5 <179.76, 49.05, 28.9>  

h6 <195.4, 49.1, 28.9>  

h7 <208.6, 48.7, 28.9>  

h8 <208.3, 81.4, 28.9>  

h9 <177.3, 81.8, 28.9>  
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h10 <207.4,107.7, 28.9>  

h11 <168.5,107.5, 28.9>  

l0 <208.7, 38.1, 28.9>  

_o0e0 <145.10, 80.03, 28.9>  

_dke0 <212.11, 38.04, 28.9>  

_dke1 <215.20, 38.11, 28.9>  

_pye0 <153.49, 91.06, 28.9> The entrance to the pharmacy 

_lye0 <153.49, 89.40, 28.9> Entrance 0 to the lobby 

_lye1 <164.22, 82.03, 28.9> Entrance 1 to the lobby 

_lye2 <155.56, 70.93, 28.9> Entrance 2 to the lobby 

_lye3 <148.07, 79.84, 28.9> Entrance 3 to the lobby 

_lye4 <148.57, 79.92, 28.9> Entrance 4 to the lobby 

_h0e0 <166.32, 82.14, 28.9>  

_h0e10 <177.50, 85.17, 28.9>  

_h0e9 <177.40, 78.35, 28.9>  

_r10e0 <177.23, 87.13, 28.9> The entrance to room10 

_r9e0 <177.49, 76.71, 28.9> The entrance to room9 

_r8e0 <195.64, 45.22, 28.9> Entrance 0 to room8 

_r8e1 <204.13, 37.64, 28.9> Entrance 1 to room8 

_r7e0 <195.58, 53.00, 28.9> The entrance to room7 

_r6e0 <178.13, 45.64, 28.9> The entrance to room6 

_r0e0 <158.63, 63.75, 28.9> The entrance to room0 

_r1e0 <152.53, 63.72, 28.9> The entrance to room1 

_r2e0 <158.74, 51.56, 28.9> The entrance to room2 

_r3e0 <152.67, 51.41, 28.9> The entrance to room3 

_r4e0 <152.65, 41.28, 28.9> The entrance to room4 

_r5e0 <160.48, 37.52, 28.9> Entrance 0 to room5 

_r5e1 <163.71, 37.76, 28.9> Entrance 1 to room5 

_h5e0 <155.73, 69.76, 28.9>  

  

 


